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The map used in this travelogue is based on a map available from Worldometer.
The photos on the cover are of Jokullon (top) and Kaldidalur (bottom).
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INTRODUCTION

In August of 1980 I went on a ten-day holiday to Iceland, organized by Dublin
Holiday Travel, which included a six-day ‘safari’ trip organized by the Ulfar Jacobsen
Tourist Bureau. I had become interested in visiting this small but interesting country
after I had read some of the literature that it had produced during the thirteenth
century A.D.: Njall’s Saga, Egil’s Saga, Hrafnkel’s Saga, and the Laxedæla Saga.
According to Magnus Magnusson’s introduction to the Penguin Classics edition of
Njal’s Saga, Iceland was discovered and settled by Norsemen in the ninth century
A.D., though the country was never considered to be a Viking nation as such. The
settlers – probably some 60,000 of them – were people from Scandinavia and the
Norse colonies in Ireland and the Hebrides. The language spoken in Iceland was Old
Norse which, at that time, was very close to Old English; when Norway was
Christianized during the late tenth and early eleventh centuries, the local people
asked for priests and bishops to be sent from England as they could easily be
understood. It therefore comes as no surprise that scholars who wish to study Old
English often acquaint themselves with the Icelandic language.
Two relics of Old English that survive in Icelandic are the letters þ (‘thorn’) and ð
(‘eth’). In Old English, either of these two letters could be used to represent the
sound th as in ‘thin’ or th as in ‘then’. Eventually ð was dropped, leaving just þ. In
time, this came to be written y and now only survives in mock Old English signage
such as ‘Ye Olde Tea Shoppe’. In modern Icelandic, Þ, þ is pronounced th as in ‘thin’
and Ð, ð is pronounced th as in ‘then’.
The accent ʹ over vowels lengthens them, though with the exception of á, which is
pronounced au as in ‘round’. Já in Icelandic, meaning ‘yes’, is pronounced ‘yau’.
I and y in Icelandic are pronounced i as in ‘pin’;
Í and ý are pronounced ee as in ‘seen’.
Ö is pronounced as in German or as eu in the French word peu.
Ei and ey are pronounced as the ay in ‘stay’.
Æ is pronounced ai as in ‘sigh’.
Au is pronounced the same as ö (see above).
Ll is either pronounced tl as in ‘atlas’ or like the Welsh ll sound.
J is pronounced as the y in ‘yes’.
Long Icelandic place names are generally formed of several short words joined
together, and the stress is usually on the first syllable.
Once again, I would like to thank my proofreader Andrew Robinson for his
valuable help.
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1 – REYKJAVÍK

Friday, 22 August 1980
Far below us the twinkling of tiny lights indicated the presence of Keflavík airport;
as the plane began its gradual descent, they slowly increased in size. Just a few
minutes previously we had flown over Mount Hekla, which had erupted on the
previous Sunday, but we had seen nothing as the volcano was now dormant.
It was about midnight when we touched down. My friend Colm and I stepped out
of the Arnaflug (Eagle Air) aircraft and walked into the small, empty American
military airport. Once our passports had been examined, everyone who had been on
the plane waited for their luggage. A bespectacled chap in our group approached
Colm and me and told us that his name was Chris. We chatted until my suitcase and
Colm’s rucksack eventually appeared. We then carried our luggage through the
customs area to a waiting coach parked outside. There now followed a long delay as
other members of our group retrieved their luggage, loaded it into the coach and
joined us. When our coach was full we moved off, and the rest of the party boarded
a second coach.
We now drove for forty-five minutes in the dark to Reykjavík (‘Smoky Bay’), the
capital city of Iceland. I had read that nearby hot springs provided the city with a
constant supply of water for taps and radiators at 70° F (21° C).
As it was now past 1 a.m., I soon fell asleep, lulled by the movement of the bus
and the sound of piped music from the radio, and woke when we approached
Reykjavík. We passed through featureless suburbs containing high-rise apartment
blocks and factories, then passed houses made of painted galvanized steel. Harsh
neon road lights gave the empty streets a spooky appearance.
We finally stopped at a large building beside a small artificial lake named Tjönin
(‘The Lake’), which turned out to be the main feature of the city centre. Maura, who
was our guide from Dublin, now asked those of us who were going to start the safari
tour on Sunday to get off the bus, for this was the school in which we were to be
accommodated until then. Most of us were puzzled by this, for we had assumed that
we would stay in the local youth hostel. We obediently did what we were told to do,
fetched our luggage and waited quietly until somebody came to open the door.
At last a tall, elderly and unsmiling man wearing thick-rimmed spectacles
appeared. Having stared at us blankly, he limped towards the door, opened it and
brought us inside to a poorly-lit passage. Here we placed our luggage and hung
around, staring at the bare walls. Our inhospitable host now entered an office and
emerged with a bunch of cards, which he asked us to fill in. These turned out to be
the standard Icelandic Youth Hostel admittance cards. As we fumbled for pens and
biros, the ogre (as he had been nicknamed) informed us that, as the banks would not
be open on the following day, we would not be able to change money. This was bad
news for those of us who had brought no food with them.
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After another long delay, during which people complained about their tiredness,
the warden eventually led us upstairs to the dormitories, limping painfully and taking
one step at a time. We then turned down a corridor and a door was opened for us.
Here, in a classroom, were seventeen small camp beds. As our group consisted
mostly of girls, nearly all of them could be accommodated in the room. We were
somewhat surprised that the warden had not specified whether the beds were for
the girls or the boys.
The next room contained seven beds and so the remaining six girls went in to
claim them. There was an awkward pause while the warden stared at us impatiently,
waiting for one more person to take the remaining bed. Eventually one brave chap
plucked up enough courage to ask if he could share the room with the girls; the
warden waved him in impetuously, saying, ‘It does not matter’. He seemed surprised
by our embarrassment.
Only Colm and I, and a few chaps (including a colleague from work named John)
now remained. Grumbling about how he had not known how many of us there
would be, the warden now led us to a third room where, much to our disgust, we
discovered that we would have to sleep on rectangular pieces of foam rubber on the
grubby floor. Once he had gone, Colm vented his feelings about this dreadful place –
he was well acquainted with the standard of youth hostels everywhere – and we all
went outside to collect the sleeping bags that would be supplied to us. A long queue
formed outside a storeroom and the warden unhurriedly doled out a small supply of
sleeping bags, which soon ran out. Next he handed out blankets. By the time it came
to Colm’s and my turn, he had run out of good ones and gave us a couple of filthy
rags that could only for the sake of politeness be called bankets. Those after us got
nothing; they were told that they could use some towels that were kept in another
room.
Annoyed but powerless, we returned to our rooms and made attempts to prepare
for a night’s sleep – or rather, what remained of the night. Traffic roared noisily up
and down the road outside the window, yet we did not dare close it because of the
stuffiness of the room, which was heated by steam radiators.
I now quickly changed into my pyjamas, placed a spare rubber mattress on top of
the one on the floor, threw the dirty blanket over me and lay for a while, reading.
Although we realized that we would not have luxurious accommodation here in
Iceand, we did not know that it would be this bad. We all hoped that the safari tour
would be much better, for we had heard that it was very well organized.
We now discovered that the light switches were in the corridor, in a control box.
We heard afterwards that the warden had switched off the lights in the girls’ rooms
before they were hardly ready for bed, but ours had not been touched. Eventually
Colm got up, found the right switch, and plunged the room into darkness.
I stayed awake for a long time listening to the traffic, which eventually stopped at
some ungodly hour of the morning. Peace descended and I drifted into a light doze.
Saturday, 23 August
I woke from a light sleep at 7.30 a.m., made my way down to the basement and
along a corridor to the gents’ room (indicated by the word karlar), where I washed.
Many of us were horrified at the distance that one had to walk in order to get to the
loos.
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The kitchen – an untidy, bare room containing a few sinks and some unstable long
wooden tables – was situated near the loos. Colm joined me and we attempted to
make ourselves some breakfast. All we had was some muesli that I had brought with
me and a hunk of Edam cheese. We found a packet of tea and boiled some water,
and two girls in our group gave us a couple of bread rolls to eat with the cheese.
The warden, now in a better mood, appeared and told us that he had made
arrangements for an information booth in the town to be opened this morning, so
that we could change money. He also informed us that the shops would remain open
until midday and that the school would be closed between eleven o’clock in the
morning until five o’clock in the evening.

The school in Reykyavík
After breakfast, Colm and I went out for a walk. It was a damp and cloudy
morning, and the city appeared almost deserted. We skirted The Lake, which looked
a little better by daylight, and noticed water coming from a fountain at the other
end. Nearby was a small city airport that handled domestic flights; every so often a
light aircraft would hurtle down from the sky and land on the runway.
The Lake was surrounded by brightly-painted houses made of galvanized steel,
which looked garish in the gloomy light; we saw black, white, red, green, blue,
yellow, pink, and orange buildings, though all of them lacked any sort of
architectural finesse. Just behind the school was a wine-coloured cupola of what
seemed to be an Orthodox Russian church.
Walking along the north bank of The Lake, we passed a rundown orange building,
which turned out to be the Iðnó Playhouse, and then the first handsome old stone
edifice we had seen so far: the Alþingishusið or Parliament House, built in 1881 to
house the Alþing or Parliament. This parliament had been founded in 930 A.D., when
it had assembled annually at a place known as Þingvellir (‘Assembly Plains’).
We then turned down a narrow street named Aðalstræti and stopped at a
modern statue of Skúli Magnússon, a pioneer in the early development of Reykjavík
in the eighteenth century. This was the first of many stone statues that we would see
in the various parks and squares here; all of them were carved in the same squat
style, giving the impression that all the Icelandic heroes were of stunted growth. The
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tiny patch of lawn in which this statue had been placed was called the Bæjarfógetagarður or Sheriff’s Garden.
We found some shops in this area, and peeped into the windows as we made our
way up the Hafnarstræti. From here we could get a glimpse of the ships in the
harbour and the mountains in the distance. We came across a little wooden kiosk at
the top of Austurstræti and discovered that it was a tourist information centre.
Although of a rather meloncholy nature, the young lady inside was helpful; she gave
us various brochures and changed money for us. The rate of exchange somewhat
surprised us: 1,172.56 krónur to the pound sterling. When I had received £20 worth
of the currency, I felt like a millionaire with all the paper notes! Needless to say, the
silver coins were not worth much. However, it was easy to remember that a
thousand krónur was equal to about £1.
With money now in our pockets, we walked down the Austurstræti, went into a
shop, and bought postcards for 200 krónur each. We then found a post office
nearby, where we bought 130 krónur stamps. We then made our way back to a
grocer’s shop that we had passed earlier, and bought some provisions: milk (in
cartons marked ‘Nýmjólk’), butter, crispbread, tea bags, and some apples. We split
the cost between us.
From here we returned to the school before it closed by eleven o’clock, and left
the provisions in our room. We then set out once again, this time following a map in
a brochure, which suggested the route to take. Much to our amazement, we
discovered that we had just been in the ‘central hub of the city’; if we had blinked,
we would have missed it!

Skólavörðustígur street and church spire
We now ambled up from the school, taking note of a cheap restaurant on the
other side of the street, passed the information kiosk and the city centre once again,
turned up Bankastræti (which was lined with shops), then climbed up the steep
Skólavörðustígur street, which also contained shops, until we reached a huge
concrete church spire with unusual sweeping lines that dominated the town. Models
and engravings of this church, the Hallgrímskirkja, filled the window of a little
souvenir shop nearby. According to our brochure, this spire was also used as an
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observation point and could be ascended to obtain a fine view of the surroundings.
On the door to the spire was a notice in Icelandic, English, French and German,
which read, ‘Open 2–4 p.m., weather permitting’. A little surprised by this, we
resolved to return in the afternoon. From here we could see a little of the bay, the
sea and the mountains.
Just in front of the spire was another modern statue: this time of Leif Ericson, the
discoverer of Vinland or North America. It had been presented to the people of
Iceland by the Americans in 1930. The hero had been positioned so that he looked
over the Atlantic Ocean towards America from a height.
Much to our amazement, we discovered that the main body of the church had not
been completed – all we could see was scaffolding. I later discovered that
construction of the church had begun back in 1970!
Uncertain of what to do next, we made our way to the docks and the water’s
edge, where all we could see were warehouse buildings and ships. Next we walked
to the west of the city, where we once again overlooked the ocean. As there was
little to see, we returned to the city centre, passing some pretty little houses with
potted plants in the windows and tiny neat gardens full of flowers. Like the streets,
they all seemed to be silent and empty. The few locals that we met scowled at us
and walked very slowly.

Statue of Jón Sigurðsson, Austurvöllur, Reykjaviík
Back at The Lake, we walked along the west bank and eventually entered a park
that contained a few stunted trees; here and there were more strange-looking
statues. We crossed a bridge by a fountain and made our way up the east side of the
lake, where our school was situated. We stopped briefly to look at the Fríkirkjan
(Free Church), which was locked, and then climbed up a steep street beside the
school to investigate the ‘Russian Orthodox’ cupola that we had seen earlier. This
turned out to be nothing more than an architectural folly placed on top of a small
wooden building that seemed to be an embassy.
Deciding that it was now time for some lunch, we then made our way to the
restaurant that we had found earlier. Here we had an omelette and salad for 2,500
krónur (about £2.50) and a cup of coffee for the inflated price of 550 krónur (55 p).
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We discovered afterwards from people in our group that we could have helped
ourselves to as many cups as we had liked without paying extra.
When we had finished our meal and had looked at some maps and brochures, we
headed off for the National Museum and Gallery nearby. The building, which we had
passed earlier, was small and admittance was free. The museum, which was on the
ground floor, contained bits and pieces dating from the earliest settlements in
Iceland, carved wooden furniture, boxes, storage jars, wooden objects that had been
used to smooth material after it had been woven, ornamental silverware,
embroidered collars and hats, dark-coloured period costumes, and rather crude
religious art. In the basement we found large model ships that had been made of
plain wood.
The gallery was upstairs, on the first floor. We had not known what type of art to
expect and so were rather astonished by the bizarre modern art on display: great
shapeless blobs of bright colour on canvasses that had been hung on white walls in
all the rooms. In one of the rooms was a children’s corner; I could not help noticing
that the examples of their work bore a strong resemblance to the ‘masterpieces’
hanging nearby. We emerged from the building after half an hour, wondering
whether the place had really been worth the visit or not.
What would we do now? As the weather had picked up, we decided to return to
the Hallgrímskirkja in order to see the view from the spire and headed towards it,
arriving at the church by three o’clock. It was still closed. Annoyed, we walked
around, trying to find another entrance. Some Germans arrived, rattled the handle
and wandered off, bewildered. A coach full of tourists pulled up, then drove off.
Frustrated, we looked at our brochure and began walking towards the City Art
Gallery in order to see what it was like. This was situated in a park to the east of the
city centre. We soon found the park, which contained another statue of an obscure
hero – this time a poet. The gallery was a low, well-designed modern building with
large picture windows and lots of skylights. As we could see little or nothing through
the windows, we predicted that we would see round inside within a couple of
minutes.
We were right. It merely contained a couple of spacious rooms with more
paintings similar to the ones that we had seen in the National Gallery. In one room
was displayed a work that was blatantly vulgar: a garish representation of a woman’s
private parts. In the same room electronic music was being played over
loudspeakers. We left just before four o’clock.
Although we felt that we had seen everything of interest already, we now walked
farther eastwards. Here we came across a couple of churches that we had seen from
a distance and stopped to examine them. Just behind, in a square, was a grassy
hillock. We climbed up to the top and looked down over the city. Here the view was
quite impressive and the air was fresh. We now could see over the bay quite clearly.
We now returned to the docks and then to the city centre, where we discovered a
cinema. Knowing that we had nothing to do in the evening, and that we would not
be in the mood for walking around the streets again, we had a look at what films
were being shown. The only decent one was an adaptation of Victor Hugo’s novel Les
Misérables, in which, I noticed, the Irish actor Cyril Cusack was starring. I enquired
about the time that the nine o’clock showing would finish at, and was told half
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twelve. That would not suit, for the doors of the school would be closed at eleven.
We opted for the six o’clock showing, which we were told would finish at half nine.
As it was now approaching five o’clock, we returned to the school for a bite to
eat. On our way there, Colm remarked that we had seen no police about, which was
correct. There was certainly a welcome lack of advertising. One thing that we had
seen in abundance was wooden scaffolding around various buidlings; we wondered
where all the wood had come from.
Back at the school we knocked up a quick meal of crispbread and cheese, then left
for the cinema. The audience consisted mostly of youngsters who bought big bags of
popcorn the minute they were let in, and who started guzzling it and rustling the
bags when they sat down. The film, which was in English and subtitled in Icelandic,
was quite enjoyable, though I found it rather melodramatic.
The film ended at 8.15, and so we were out earlier than expected. We returned to
the school, where I wrote some postcards in the common room and chatted to some
of the girls who were in our group. They had been on the bus tour of the city and
reported that it had not been very interesting. The only advantage they had had over
us was a visit to the Árbær Folk Museum, which was some distance outside the city.
This, I was told, consisted of few reconstructed early farmhouses. They had also
been whisked through the National Museum and Gallery. Like us, they had found
Reykjavík a dull place and were already bored stiff!
Later I collected quite a number of postcards from various people, including Colm,
and went out to post them in the town centre. By now the streets had come alive
and were full of teenagers driving huge, expensive-looking and well-kept cars
aimlessly about. They were a wild lot, laughing aloud and boisterously whistling and
shouting. Drunks (mostly young men) staggered around and tarted-up girls, in up-tothe-minute fashionable clothing, walked about or hung around with groups of lads.
As the atmosphere had become sleazy and unsafe, I headed back to the school
quickly.
When I returned, I asked the warden if he had any spare sleeping bags or
blankets. He said that he had, for two people had left and were not staying the night.
During my search for the blankets I discovered that there were two spare real beds
in the room where the girls were. I asked some of them if they would mind if Colm
and I moved in and they said no, for another fellow had joined them in order to
sleep with his newly-wedded wife!
I returned to Colm, told him the good news and we both moved our belongings
and settled down in the beds, much to the amusement of the girls, who by now did
not object to our presence. Colm and I were delighted at the thought of a good
night’s sleep in a proper bed. The warden switched off the lights before some of the
girls were ready. Some stayed up, drinking and giggling until they were asked to stop.
We soon fell fast asleep.
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